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Home Responsibilities in High School Girls

By LUCY MALTBY

WHAT are the home and family doing for the Junior high school girl? What is the Junior high school girl doing for her home, her mother, father, sisters and brothers? What is the girl's attitude in relation to her home? Toward the acquisition of what permanent interests, abilities and skills is the mother leading her daughter? Is she educating her daughter for homemaking, or is she having her "wash dishes to help out?" Whether the girl eventually marries or not, she always has some kind of a home—perhaps only one room. That Junior high school girl is a member of a home.

Educators believe that a girl should be so trained, at home and school, that she can use her training in the solution of actual life problems. Then, what are the girl's needs—her actual life-problems—during the Junior high school age? To have any definite ideas of the needs of any individual girl, we must, first, become acquainted with her home. This brings us to the much advocated survey.

The survey! The survey of the community! These few words bring terror to the inexperienced teacher. The surveys made in Ames last year and this year are human interest stories. They have more than repaid the work which was put upon them.

Last year Mrs. Gladys J. Buckton, senior home economics student, made out a questionnaire to use in surveying the homes of 33 typical Junior high school girls who were studying home economics. This year another questionnaire was prepared, using Mrs. Buckton's survey as a basis, with the additional object of determining progress made during the year. These two surveys were prepared under the direction of Miss Marcia E. Turner, associate professor in the Home Economics Vocational Education Department, Iowa State College.

In both cases the person who was making the survey called at the individual home to interview the mother. This seemed more practical than sending the questionnaire to the mother. It gave a better personal contact between home and school. Then, too, the results were considered far more accurate. A friendly call was made and the questions asked in a conversational manner. A copy of the questionnaire was taken to each home, and the answers were jotted down. We explained that this work was undertaken for the purpose of benefitting the girl. (Although any mother responds to this appeal.)

The results of such a questionnaire may be an eye opener to the home economics teacher in a community. But after she makes a survey, she will never again be guilty of teaching period furniture, Spanish, Italian and Louis Quzine, in a community of very squallid homes, which need practical help on the use of soaps and germs.

It was hoped that we could get some idea of the extent to which home economics work, as taught in the school, functions in the home. Fourteen mothers have been interviewed thus far this year. Twelve of these have been interviewed by Mrs. Buckton last year. It is impossible to draw any very definite conclusions, first, because the number is so limited; second, because no check has been made on a group of girls who have not been studying home economics; third, because the mother probably attributes improvement to her own training of her daughter. Thus the school fails to get the credit it has rightly earned.

By comparing the information obtained a year apart, we have tried to show further skills, responsibilities or attitudes which have been developed by the girls while taking their home economics work in the home. The names, of course, are fictitious.

**Lois**

She has learned to prepare soups, various vegetables, desserts and salads. She also has learned to use the kitchen stove. She makes her school dresses and mends, in addition to what was mentioned last year. She also made an apron and a nightgown for her sister. This year she chooses her clothes. She has kept house for many months while her mother was in the hospital or at home in bed. She has had the entire responsibility in managing a home. Her mother says the work at school has made Lois more helpful.

**Marguerite**

In the first report her mother said, in answer to the question, "Does she have a sense of responsibility?" "Is pretty good." In the second report she says, "Yes."

**Anne**

This year, milk was not in the list of disliked foods. Now she makes a good many of her own clothes, as voile dresses, aprons and underwear. Last year she made none. This year she is allowed to go along when her own clothes are chosen. This summer, she chose some alone. Often she gets supper alone, and helps with dinners when not in school. This question of responsibility was answered "Yes" this time, as against "As a rule," last year.

**Jessie**

I was unable to get a satisfactory report on this case. The mother does not understand English readily.

**Judith**

Her mother says she likes all foods this year. She has learned to prepare cereals, soups, various vegetables, muffins, meat substitutes, desserts and salads. She makes more of her own clothing. She has developed a sense of responsibility. Her mother says she has noticed improvement in Judith this year. She says, "Judith is all year round would want a girl to be."

**Blanche**

Last year she could prepare fudge, now she can prepare cereals, soup, creamed carrots, eggs, tapioca. She mends her own underwear. This year she is allowed to use her own judgment somewhat in buying.

**Clarice**

This year she cares for her own room, sorts and puts away clean laundry. She prepares cereals at home. She has made pajamas, aprons and school dresses. Mother says she would not ask for any improvement in Clarice. She thinks Clarice is too conscientious.

**Helene**

She has apparently not learned to do more food preparation. She has more of a sense of responsibility.

**Anita**

Last year she had never prepared a meal for the family. Now she does often. She helps with suppers.

**Louise**

She can prepare breakfasts and salads, which she could not do last year. She has made one or two aprons and underwear. Now she buys her own clothes with money she earns. She keeps the house cleaner without being told and takes better care of herself.

(Continued on page 11)
Kinds of China Ware

What are the two main kinds of china ware?

The size of the pocketbook and the number of dishes that must be bought with a given sum are the two main points that must be considered first in selecting china for the home. Roughly, there are two main kinds of china ware—porcelain and semi-porcelain. Porcelain is another name for china and is by far the more expensive.

Porcelain or china is vitrified throughout and so if it chips its broken surface will not absorb dish water. The semi-porcelain, on the other hand, presents a porous surface when broken or chipped, which will absorb dish water and food. It is this absorbent quality of semi-porcelain ware which causes it to turn dark where chipped. Semi-porcelain ware is much heavier than china.

So far as attractiveness is concerned, some of the semi-porcelain kinds are very desirable. Among those of attractive design and color are: The Wedgwood, Royal Doulton, Spode-Copeland and Willow Ware. These dishes are above medium in price and need to be cared for carefully to prevent chipping and cracking.

An excellent dinner set of dishes may be secured in American made china. These are cheaper than Havi­lland or Bavarian, but will wear much better for general use and are good looking.

One need not buy a regulation set of dishes unless that many are needed. For instance, a luncheon size of plate may serve in place of both the lunch­eon and dinner plate sizes.

* * *

An Aid in Pressing

When pressing seams on wooden material, what may one do to prevent impression of the seams showing on the right side of the garment?

Pressing over a soft pad or slipping a slip of paper between the seam and the garment on the wrong side will eliminate this difficulty.

What are some suggestions which may either conceal or emphasize fleshiness?

Don't wear tight clothes, is the first admonition to the buxom, for it emphasizes size. Long, unbrok en lines give the appearance of height. Folds, pleats, tucks, stitching and other trimmings which run from shoulder to hem are good.

Horizontal lines make one look broad and for this reason fleshy folks should avoid wide belts, tucks or trimmings that run around the blouse. Tun­les and blouses with separate skirts are likely to give this same effect. It is also well to avoid trimmings on the upper parts of the sleeves and the sides of the skirts. Buttons, pockets and panels also make the fat one look fat­ter. Avoid fussiness in design. Stick to the loose fitting, plain dress, with unbroken lines. Use soft colors and avoid fancy shoes and hose, for they were created for the slender woman.

Discovering Home Responsibilities

(Continued from page 8)

This year she cares for her room, makes beds, puts away laundry, puts rooms in order, none of which she did last year. There is nutrition work needed here. They have one quart of milk a day for eight people, have fruit once a day or every other day, and vegetables every two or three days.

Rose

She prepares various vegetables, bat­ters and doughs, meat substitutes, Jello and Waldorf salad. She makes her underwear and aprons and does mending.

Elsie

Last year she made none of her own clothing; now she makes underwear, aprons, school dresses and does mending. She helps with sewing for her little sister. Her mother says she is more interested in cooking than she was before taking her homemaking work in school.